This paper presents a numerical methodology to study the mechanism of stall flutter at near stall conditions using high fidelity detached eddy simulation (DES) in conjunction with a fully coupled fluidstructural interaction (FSI) model. At near-stall conditions, the flow is highly unsteady due to tip leakage vortex and may induce stall flutter. Such problems often involve shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interaction and flow separation due to rotating stall. In order to capture the possible flutter at near stall conditions, the DES is performed in a single passage domain with circumferential periodicity. The CFD techniques used include: a 5th order WENO scheme with a low diffusion Riemann solver for the inviscid fluxes, a fully conservative 4th order central differencing scheme for the viscous terms, a fully coupled fluid-structural interaction methodology, and a massive parallel procedure. The structural solver employs the efficient and accurate modal approach with five major mode shapes for the rotor blade. The work described herein will lay the foundation for the future work of simulating non-synchronous vibration.
Introduction
Transonic flows in turbomachinery are highly non-linear and three dimensional especially at near-stall conditions. The complicated non-linear flow phenomena, including flow induced vibration, flow separation, tip vortices, vortex shedding, shock wave/turbulent boundary layer interactions, make the accurate calculation of unsteady aero-mechanic problems very difficult. The CFD tools used by turbomachinery industry today often fail to detect actual flutter boundary. The primary reason for the inaccurate computation is considered due to the inadequacy of loosely coupled fluid-structural approach and turbulence simulation. The loosely coupled methods can be only formally first-order accurate in time. The turbulence closure techniques used in turbomachinery industry today are almost all based on Reynolds averaged NavierStokes(RANS) equations. It is very difficulty, if not impossible, to correctly simulate such complicated flow with RANS motheds which model the entire range of the turbulence scales using a single turbulence model.
In aeroelastic analysis, turbulence modelling is still the bottleneck for handling the complex flows with the unsteady massive separation flows. The early attempt to evaluate turbulence models in aeroelastic To bypass the expensive CPU requirement for LES in wall boundary layer computations, Spalart et al. [16] developed the so called detached eddy simulation (DES) strategy. DES is a hybrid method that transits the turbulence modeling from the RANS model near the wall to large eddy simulation (LES) in the region away from the wall. This approach is more generally applicable than RANS motheds in predicting complex unsteady flow with an affordable computational cost.
It is expected that the high fidelity DES will better predict the aerodynamic force acting on the rotor blades, which is crucial for FSI simulations. In present study, the resolved frequencies of the rotor blades are very high (5th mode shape frequency is about 6800 Hz) compared with the turbulence fluctuation frequency scale. Consequently, time-average RANS models will degrade the accuracy of numerical results.
Although DES is now powerful enough to solve practical engineering problems, it is still a challenging task to be accomplished in large scale complex geometries, such as rotor blades with tip clearance, especially if the fluid-structural interaction is of concern. Its LES part requires high-order numerical schemes to minimize the numerical diffusion so that the actual turbulent fluctuations will not be damped out. In addition to discretization schemes, the non-reflective boundary condition is also critical for accurate calculation of unsteady flows. This is particularly true for internal turbomachinery flows, in which the computational domain usually is confined near the solid objects. For example, previous study [17] indicates that different treatments of numerical perturbation at upstream and downstream boundaries can totally change the compressor blade stall inception pattern.
In present study, a DES fully coupled methodology for calculating flow-induced flexible body vibrations are used. The high accuracy numerical techniques include: a 5th order WENO scheme [18, 19] with a low diffusion E-CUSP scheme [20] for the inviscid fluxes, a fully conservative 4th order central differencing scheme [19] for the viscous terms, and a non-reflective boundary condition based on the concept of characteristic variables [21] .
Numerical Approaches

Flow Governing Equations
To develop the simulation capability for turbomachinery applications, the Navier-Stokes equatins are transforred into a rotating frame about the x axis. By adding the Coriolis and centrifugal forces to the right hand side of the equations, the rotating flow problems can be treated as non-rotating ones. After the application of a spatially Favre-filtering process, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations can be transformed to the generalized coordinates and expressed as:
where Re is the Reynolds number and
where J is the transformation Jacobian. The variable vector Q, and inviscid flux vectors E, F, and G are written as
where ρ is the density, u, v, and w are the Cartesian velocity components in x, y and z directions, p is the static pressure, and e is the total energy per unit mass. The overbar denotes the spatial filtered quantity, tilde denotes the Favre-filtered quantity. All the flow variable in above equations are non-dimensionlized by using the freestream quantities and a reference length L. E , F , and G are the inviscid fluxes at the moving grid system and can be expressed as
where U , V and W are the contravariant velocities in ξ, η and ζ directions, and defined as
where l t , m t and n t are the components of the interface contravariant velocity of the control volume in ξ, η and ζ directions respectively, l, m and n are the normal vectors located at the centers of ξ, η and ζ interfaces of the control volume with their magnitudes equal to the surface areas and pointing to the directions of increasing ξ, η and ζ. These quantities are defined as
and the viscous flux vectors are given by
Let subscript 1, 2 and 3 represent the coordinates, x, y, and z, and use Einstein summation convention, the shear-stress, the subgrid scale stress tensor, and Q x , Q y , Q z terms in non-dimensional forms can be expressed in tensor form asτ
In Eq.(4), the viscosity μ is the molecular viscosity and is determined by Sutherland law. Φ i andq i are the subscale heat flux and the mean molecular heat flux respectively, and take the forms:
where T is the temperature, C p is the specific heat measured under constant pressure, and P r is the Prandtl number. The equation of state closes the system as follow,
where γ is the ratio of specific heats, v Ω = −Ωz and w Ω = Ωy are the rotating velocity components, Ω is the rotating speed,ρk is the subscale turbulence kinetic energy per unit volume and takes the form:
In the present study, the termρk is neglected based on the assumption that its effect is small. The source term S can be written as
where R o = ΩL U is the Rossby number, U and L are the reference velocity and length used in nondimensionalizing procedure.
Detached-Eddy Simulation
The DES suggested by Spalart et al. [15] is based on the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model [7] , which can be expressed in generalized coordinates as
where
The turbulent eddy viscosity is calculated from
where ν is the molecular viscosity. The production term is expressed as
where S is the magnitude of the vorticity. The DES is formulated by replacing the distance to the nearest wall, d, in the Spalart-Allmaras model with a modified distancẽ
where Δ is the largest spacing of the grid cell and C DES is a constant. This mechanism enables DES to behave as a RANS model in the near-wall regions, and the LES away from the walls. Consequently, the subgrid scale stress tensor can be modeled in the following way:
The subscale heat flux can calculated using the following equation:
where P r t is the turbulent Prandtl number. More details of the Spalart DES model can be found in [15, 22, 13] .
The Low Diffusion E-CUSP (LDE) Scheme[20]
In generalized coordinate system, the flux E can be split as the following:
where, U is the contravariant velocity in ξ direction and is defined as the following:
U is defined as:
The convective term, E c is evaluated by
where c = √ γRT is the speed of sound. Then the convective flux at interface i + 1 2 is evaluated as:
where, the subscripts L and R represent the left and right hand sides of the interface. The Mach number splitting of Edwards [23, 24] is borrowed to determine c + and c − as the following:
The pressure flux, E p is evaluated as the following
The contravariant speed of sound C in the pressure vector is consistent with U . It is computed based on C as the following,
The use of U and C instead of U and C in the pressure vector is to take into account of the grid speed so that the flux will transit from subsonic to supersonic smoothly. When the grid is stationary, l t = 0, C = C, U = U .
The LDE scheme can capture crisp shock profile and exact contact surface discontinuities as accurately as the Roe scheme [20] . However, it is simpler and more CPU efficient than the Roe scheme due to no matrix operation.
Time Marching Scheme
The unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations (1) coupled to the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence equation (12) are solved using the control volume method with the concept of dual time stepping suggested by Jameson [25] . A pseudo temporal term ∂Q ∂τ is added to the governing equation (1) . This term vanishes at the end of each physical time step, and has no influence on the accuracy of the solution. However, instead of using the explicit scheme as in [25] , an implicit pseudo time marching scheme using line Gauss-Seidel iteration is employed to achieve high convergence rate. For unsteady time accurate computations, the temporal term is discretized implicitly using a three point, backward differencing as the following
Where n is the time level index. The pseudo temporal term is discretized with first order Euler scheme. Let m stand for the iteration index within a physical time step, the semi-discretized governing equation (1) can be expressed as
where the Δτ is the pseudo time step, R is the net flux evaluated at a grid point. Equation (28) is solved using the unfactored line Gauss-Seidel iteration.
Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the computation of wing flutter are as follows:
(1) Upstream boundary conditions [26] : Total pressure P total , total temperature T total , and flow angles α 1 , α 2 are given at subsonic inlet. The speed of sound at the boundary can be calculated as
where the subscripts i and o represent the values at the 1st interior cell close to the boundary and at phantom cell respectively.
(2) Downstream boundary conditions: A non-reflective boundary condition has been implemented at the outlet of the rotor based on the concept of characteristic variables as described in [21] . The outlet pressure p outlet is given to achieve an unique mass flow rate through the rotor. The pressure at phantom cell is given by
and A is the cross-sectional area of the outlet. Other variables can be calculated by
where n x , n y and n z are the unit normal vector points out of the domain.
(3) Solid wall boundary conditions: At moving boundary surface, the no-slip condition is enforced by extrapolating the velocity between the phantom and interior cells,
where u 0 , v 0 and w 0 denote the velocity at phantom cell, u 1 , v 1 and w 1 denote the velocity at the 1st interior cell close to the boundary, and u b , v b and w b are the velocity on the moving boundary.
If the wall surface is in η direction, the other two conditions to be imposed on the solid wall are the adiabatic wall condition and the inviscid normal momentum equation [27] as follows,
Modal Approach of Three Dimensional Rotor Blade
The calculation based on fully coupled iteration is CPU expensive, especially for three dimensional applications. The modal approach can save CPU time significantly by solving modal displacement equations, Equation (52), instead of the original structural equations, Equation (45), which is usually solved by using finite element method. In the modal approach, the structural mode shapes can be pre-determined by using a separate finite element structural solver. Once the several mode shapes of interest are obtained, the physical displacements can be calculated just by solving those simplified linear equations, Equation (52) and Equation (46). In present study, the first five mode shapes provided in Ref. [28] are used to model the wing structure. These pre-calculated mode shapes are obtained on a structural grid system and are transformed to the CFD grid system by using a 3rd order polynomial fitting procedure. The procedure is only performed once and then the mode shapes for CFD grid system are stored in the code throughout the simulation. To validate the structural model used in the present study, the dynamic responses of a flexible plate wing is calculated and compared with the results by using the finite element solver ANSYS. The plate wing has the same outline as the AGARD wing 445.6, and its first mode natural vibration frequency is nearly the same as the corresponding one of the AGARD wing 445.6. The numerical predictions by the present structural solver with first five mode shapes agree excellently with the results using ANSYS with first five mode shapes and the full structural model [12] .
The governing equation of the solid structure motion can be written as,
where M, C and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the solid respectively, u is the displacement vector and f is the force exerted on the surface node points of the solid, both can be expressed as:
where N is the total number of node points of the structural model, u i and f i are vecters with 3 components in x, y, z directions:
f i is dynamic force exerted on the surface of the solid body. In a modal approach, the modal decomposition of the structure motion can be expressed as follows:
or
where Λ is eigenvalue matrix,
, and jth eigenvalue λ j = ω j 2 , ω j is the natural frequency of jth mode, and the mode shape matrix
Equation (45) can be solved by using a finite element solver (e.g. ANSYS) to obtain its finite number of mode shapes φ j . The first five mode shapes will be used in this paper to calculate the displacement of the structure such that,
where a = [a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ] T . Substitute Equation (46) to Equation (43) and yield
Multiply Equation (47) by Φ T and re-write it aŝ
where P = [P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P j , · · · , P N ] T , the modal force of jth mode, P j = φ T j f , the modal mass matrix is defined asM
where m j is the modal mass of jth mode, and the modal damping matrix is defined aŝ
where c j is the modal damping of jth mode, and the modal stiffness matrix is defined aŝ
where k j is the modal stiffness of jth mode. Equation (48) implies
where ζ j is modal damping ratio. Equation (52) is the modal equation of structure motion, and is solved numerically within each iteration. By carefully choosing reference quantities, the normalized equation may be expressed as
where the dimensionless quantities are denoted by an asterisk, ω α is the natural frequency in pitch, b s is the streamwise semichord measured at wing root, L is the reference length,m is the measured wing panel mass, v * is the volume of a conical frustum having streamwise root chord as lower base diameter, streamwise tip chord as upper base diameter, and panel span as height, V * = U∞ bsωα √μ , and U ∞ is the freestream velocity.
Then the equations are transformed to a state form and expressed as:
To couple the structural equations with the equations of flow motion and solve them implicitly in each physical time step, above equations are discretized and integrated in a manner consistent with Equation (28) to yield
where n is the physical time level index while m stands for the pseudo time index. The detailed coupling procedure between the fluid and structural systems is given in the following section.
Fully Coupled FSI Procedure
In the fully-coupled computation, the remeshing is performed in each iteration. Therefore, a CPU time efficient algebraic grid deformation method is employed in the computation instead of the commonly-used grid generation method in which the Poisson equation is solved for grid points. It is shown that the method can maintain the initial grid quality and keep almost the same mesh distribution around the solid body surface. The details on the implementation can be found in Ref. [12] .
In order to reduce or avoid the error caused by the mixed temporal and spatial derivatives after a discretization procedure, the geometric conservation law suggested by Thomas et al. [29] needs to be enforced. To implement this option in the flow solver, the following term should be added to the right-hand side of Eq. (1):
To rigorously simulate fluid-structural interactions, the equations of flow motion and structural response need to be solved simultaneously within each iteration in a fully coupled numerical model. The procedure of the fully coupled fluid-structure interaction can be seen in the flow chart given in Figure 1 .
The code is developed as a multiblock flow solver for massively paralle computers. A general subdomain bounadry mapping procedure is applied [30] . Both fluid and structural information on the hallo cells is exachanged asynchronously after each iteration. In other words, the send and receive calls return immediatly when the message is still processed. The communication between blocks is operated by MPI.
Results and Discussion
The NASA Lewis research transonic compressor Rotor 37 is used as test case to validate the 3-D CFD solver. The rotor was designed and tested by Reid and Moore [31, 32] , and was re-tested as a single-stage compressor and the corresponding experimental data were reported in [33, 34] . The steady state result is calculated first, and then used as initial flow field field for the unsteady FSI simulation.
Steady State Solutions of NASA Rotor 37
As a validation of the CFD solver for a 3-D compressor, the steady state solution of the transonic NASA Rotor 37 is calculated. It has 36 blades, a design rotating speed of 17189 (rpm), and a design pressure ratio of 2.106 at a mass flow rate of 20.19 (kg/sec). The freestream conditions for this study are listed in Table 1 below. A multiblock grid system for single blade passage computation is generated and shown in Fig.2 . There are 10 blocks placed around the blade, and 2 blocks generated to fill the hole in the tip clearance region above the blade. Each block around the blade consists of 17×37×48 grid points, whereas each block above the blade consists of 81×10×8 grid points. Each block overlaps its neighbors by a number of grid layers which are needed for a prescribed accuracy of the spatial descretization. The surface mesh of the blade and the hub is depicted in Fig.3. Fig.4 shows the computed relative Mach number contours on three different ζ cross-sections, and how the shock waves migrate along the radial direction at near-peak Figs.5, 6 and 7 compare computed radial profiles of adiabatic efficiency, total pressure, and total temperature at the exit of the rotor with experimental data at 98% of the maximum mass flow rate. As shown in the figures, the computed performance parameters agree well with the experimental data [35] .
Stall Flutter
The single blade structure is modeled by its first five natural vibration mode shapes generated by using commercial solver ABAQUS. The design rotating speed is 17188.7 rpm. The blade is made of Maraging 200 with a density of 8200 kg/m 3 approximately. Accordingly, the estimated flutter speed index (FSI), V * , is about 0.03593. To capture the possible flutters, the computations were performed along the entire design speed line. The overall performance is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 .
The simulations start with the stationary rigid body blade model. After the unsteady state flow field around the blade is fully developed, the rigid body wing is switched to the flexible blade model. As a small imposed perturbation, the first mode displacement of the blade structural motion is set into sinusoidal motion for one cycle with the maximum amplitude of 0.0001 and the first mode frequency of the blade. Then the blade is allowed to deflect in response to the dynamic force load. Within each physical time step, the solution is usually converged with 20-30 iterations.
The time histories of generalized displacements of the rotor blade are plotted for three operating conditions, namely C, D, F in Fig.10 through Fig.15 . Fig.10 and Fig.13 show damped responses of fisrt five modes at condition C. This condition is still away from the stall point. The flow unsteadiness is not strong enough to trigger the flutter. The amplitudes of all modes decrease with time. Condition D is the critical point. The initiations of flutter can be observed in Fig.11 and Fig.14 . At condition F, the diverging responses of all five modes are obtained as shown in Fig.12 and Fig.15 . Fig.16 shows time histories of mass flows. A frequency analysis shows that all the frequencies of three mass flows are identical to the one of first mode oscillation. Consequently, the mass flows oscillation is generated due the movement of the first mode of the blade. From Fig.16 , it can been seen that the oscillation amplitude of the mass flows is smaller when the operating condition is away from the stall point. When the operating condition approaches the stall point, the oscillation amplitude of the mass flows increases and the averaged mass flow decreases due to the stalled flow blockage. It implies that the flow unsteadiness is getting stronger when the opereting condition approaches to the stall point.
A comparison has been made between a flexible blade and a rigid blade. The time histories of mass flows are plotted in Fig.17 at condition F. For flexible blade model, the stall starts and the mass flow decreases dramatically around dimensionless time equal to 40 while there is no evidence for the occurrence of stalll if rigid blade model is used. It means that the fluid and blade interaction could initiate stall early.
Conclusion
A high fidelity detached eddy simulation (DES) of 3-D fluid-structural interaction is presented for predicting blade flutters in a transonic compressor rotor at near stall conditions. The numerical techniques used in the study include: implicit unfactored Gauss-Seidel iteration, 5th order WENO scheme with a low diffusion Riemann solver for the inviscid fluxes, a fully conservative 4th order central differencing scheme for the viscous terms, the Spalart one-equation DES model to transit the turbulence modeling from the RANS model near the wall to large eddy simulation (LES) in the region away from the wall, a non-reflective boundary conditions based on the concept of characteristic variables, and a fully coupled fluid-structural interaction methodology.
An efficient and accurate modal approach solver is used for simulating the structural responses with first five major mode shapes of the blade. The solver is developed as a massively parallel multiblock code using an efficient general sub-domain boundary mapping procedure, and has shown to have excellent scaling properties.
The steady performance parameters computed on a single blade passage domain compare favorably with experimental data for NASA rotor 37. For the FSI simulation with a single blade passage domain, the basic dynamic aeroelastic characteristics, such as damped and diverging blade responses have been captured successfully.
The simulation indicates that the rotor mass flow oscillates with the first mode of blade vibration. At stall flutter condition, the vibrating blade induces the rotor stall, whereas the rigid blade does not. Total temperature ratio % Span 
